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In this paper, we propose a frame-work for fitting cylindrical objects toward deploying
an object-finding-aided system for visually impaired people. The proposed frame-work con-
sists of a RANSAC-based algorithm and a model verification scheme. The proposed robust
estimator named GCSAC (Geometrical Constraint SAmple Consensus) avoiding expensive
computation of the RANSAC-based algorithms due to its random drawing of samples. To
do this, GCSAC utilizes the geometrical constraints for selecting good samples. These con-
straints are delivered from real scenarios or practical applications. First, the samples must
ensure being consistent with the estimated model; second, the selected samples must satisfy
explicit geometrical constraints of the interested objects. In addition, the estimated model
is verified by using context constraints which could be delivered from a certain scene such
as object standing on a table plane, size of an object, and so on. In experimental result,
GCSAC’s implementations are analysed for various estimation problem on the synthesized
dataset. The comparisons between GCSAC and MLESAC algorithm are implemented on
with three public datasets in terms of accuracy of the estimated model and computational
time. Details of algorithm implementation and evaluation datasets are publicly available.

Keywords: Primitive Shape Estimation, RANSAC Variations, Quality ofSamples, 3D
Point Cloud, Cylinder fitting for finding.

1. INTRODUCTION

Estimating parameters of a primitive geometric shape such as plane, sphere, cylinder,
cone, from 3-D point cloud data is a fundamental research topic in the fields of computer
vision and robotics. The geometrical model of an interestedobject can be estimated using
from two to seven geometrical parameters [1]. A Random Sample Consensus (RANSAC)
[2] and its paradigm attempt to extract as good as possible shape parameters which are
objected either heavy noise in the data or processing time constraints. Originally, a
RANSAC algorithm consists of hypotheses based on drawing randomly 3-D points from
an input data set. Although its variants such as PROSAC algorithms [3] proposed a so-
called guided sample schemes, they still need to further investigate to efficiently adapt to
real scenarios. The fact that many applications in practice, a priori knowledge is often
available, and this can be used to generate better hypotheses. As results, a better esti-
mated model is achievable. In this paper, we propose a new RANSAC-based algorithm,
named Geometrical Constraint SAmple Consensus - GCSAC. Theproposed algorithm
is inspired by guiding the minimal subset using normal constraints of geometric models
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Query-based: “Where is coffee cup (or box, bottle) ?”

Fig. 1. Finding a query-based object to support the visuallyimpaired people in a cafeteria room.

and the context of scene. We demonstrate GCSAC for fitting cylindrical objects in a real
application which supports visually impaired people.

Let’s consider a real scenario in common daily activities ofthe visually impaired
people. They come to a cafeteria room then give a query ”whereis a coffee cup?”, as
shown in Fig.1. To estimate position of the coffee cup, we formulate this problem as
fitting a primitive shape (e.g., a cylinder object) from a 3-Dpoint cloud data collected by a
Kinect sensor. Theprior knowledge can be observed from the current scene. For instance,
the coffee cup should stand on a table. Other contextual constraints could be walls in the
scene to be perpendicular with the table plane; size of the table plane is limited. These
constraints derive many cues for deploying the RANSAC-based approaches. Specially,
we attempt to search qualified (or good) samples that ensure geometrical constraints of
the interested object(s). In addition, the context constrains help to verify the estimated
model in a post-processing step.

In this paper, we first describe the GCSAC for fitting an query-based object like
a cylindrical model. While a RANSAC paradigm randomly draws3-D points from an
input data set without any prior assumption on the data, at each hypothesis of GCSAC, a
searching process aims at findinggood samples based on the constraints of an estimated
model. To perform the search for good samples, we define two criteria: (1) The selected
samples must ensure being consistent with the estimated model via a roughly inlier ratio
evaluation; (2) The samples must satisfy explicit geometrical constraints of the interested
objects (e.g., cylindrical constraints). The idea is that at each iteration, thanks to the good
samples, the better model (with higher inlier ratio) is highly expected. Consequently, the
number of iterations can be adaptively updated according tothe inlier estimation. The
estimation procedure achieves an earlier termination.

To evaluate the sample consensus, GCSAC utilizes a NegativeLog-Likehood crite-
ria as defined by MLESAC algorithm. Moreover, the estimated model is verified using
contextual constraints. In the experimental evaluations,the proposed algorithm is com-
pared with original MLESAC [4] using three realistic datasets in terms of both quality of
the estimated model and computational time. These datasetsconsist of cylindrical objects
which are collected from various practical scenes.
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2. RELATED WORK

For a general introduction and performances of RANSAC family, readers can refer
to good surveys in [5, 6]. In the context of this research, we briefly survey related works
which are categorized into two topics. First, efficient schemes on the selection of minimal
subset of samples for RANSAC-based robust estimators; and second, techniques for esti-
mating a primitive shapes parameters, particularly, focusing on estimations of cylindrical
objects.
For the first topic, because the original RANSAC is very general with a straightforward
implementation, it always requires considerable computational time. Many RANSAC
variants have been proposed with further optimization for aminimal sample set (MSS) se-
lection. Progressive Sample Consensus or PROSAC [3] ordersquality of samples through
a similarity function of two corresponding points in the context of finding good matching
features between a pair of images. In PROSAC algorithm, the most promising hypotheses
are attempted earlier, therefore drawing the samples is implemented in a more meaning-
ful order. However, PROSAC faces critical issues for defining the similarity function.
LO-RANSAC [7] and its fixed version LO+-RANSAC [8] add local optimization steps
within RANSAC to improve accuracy. To speed up the computation, adaptive RANSAC
[9] probes the data via the consensus sets in order to adaptively determine the number
of selected samples. The algorithm is immediately terminated when a smaller number of
iterations has been obtained. With the proposed method, thegood samples are expected
to generate the best model as fast as possible. Therefore, the termination condition of
the adaptive RANSAC [9] should be explored.In the field of 3-D object recognition,
Chu-Song et al. [10] propose DARCES (Data Aligned Rigidity Constrained Exhaustive
Search) that deals with a partial matching problem and combines the rigidity constraint
from the pre-selected control points. This constraint has been applied to a partial object
to reduce processing time. In contrast, Drost et al. [11] andTolga et al. [12] propose a
framework that creates a global model description based on point pair features. Matching
between a model and scene utilizes an efficient Hough-like voting scheme on a reduced
pose parameter space.Recently, USAC [13] introduces a new frame-work for a robust
estimator. In USAC framework, some strategies such as the sample check (Stage 1b) or
the model check (Stage 2b), before and after model estimation, respectively, are similar to
our ideas in this work. However, USAC does not really deploy an estimator for primitive
shape(s) from a point cloud. A recent work [14] proposes to use geometric verification
within a RANSAC frame-work. The authors deployed several check procedures such
as sample relative configuration check based on the epipolargeometry. Rather than the
”check” procedures, our strategies anticipate achieving the best model as soon as possi-
ble. Therefore, the number of iterations is significantly reduced thanks to the results of
the search for good sample process.

For cylindrical object estimation (or more general, fittingprimitive shapes) from 3-
D point clouds, readers can refer to a survey on feature-based techniques [15]. Some
fitting techniques, for instance, multiscale super-quadric fitting in [16], Hough transform
in [17], are commonly used. However, the robust estimators (e.g., RANSAC family [6])
are always preferred techniques. Original RANSAC [2] demonstrates itself robust per-
formances in estimating cylinders from range data. In [18],normal vectors and curvature
information are used for parameters’ estimation and extraction of cylinders. The cylin-
drical objects are also interested in the analytic geometrical techniques. The authors in
[19] formulates a cylinder using three parameters such as radiusr, heighth, and the axis
the cylinderγ. [1] defines a cylinder through two samples and their normal vectors. In
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Fig. 2. The general framework for fitting the cylindrical objects using the geometrical constraints.

this study, geometrical analysis of a cylinder in [1] is adopted for defining criteria of the
qualified samples as well as for estimating parameters of theinterested model from a 3-D
point cloud.

3. PROPOSED METHOD

3.1 A general frame-work

In the context of developing an aided-systems for visually impaired people (as shown
in Fig.1), a general frame-work is presented in the Fig. 2. While the previous work [20]
achieve a high accuracy and real time performance on the table plane detection by utilizing
a combination of depth and acceleration features coming from a Microsoft Kinect sensor.
In this paper, we describe remaining steps of the frame-workwhich are marked in red
blocks in the Fig. 2.

3.2 Separating the table plane and interested objects

Given a normal vectornt of the table plane in a current scene, the original point
cloud data is transformed into a new coordinate system. Thisstep facilitates the compu-
tation and the use of geometric constraints. Let’s denote the Kinect’s original coordinates
Ok(xkykzk), the new coordinate system is specified by a new originOt (xt ,yt ,zt ) and its
normal vectornt . The transformation between two coordinate systems is described by
rotation and translation matrices. The rotation matrix are:
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whereα, β , γ are rotation angles in x, y, z axis
From Eq. 1, Eq.2 and Eq.3, we have the rotation matrix:

R = Rz(γ)Ry(β )Rx(α) (4)

In this context, the transformation is defined by a rotation and a translation operator.
The rotations in x-axis, z-axis are defined by angleα, γ:

α = arcsin
b

√

(b2+ c2)
γ = arcsin

c
√

(c2+ a2)
(5)
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Fig. 3. The transformation of original point cloud: from Kinect’s original coordinationOk(xk,yk,zk)
to a new coordinationOt(xt ,yt ,zt), that the normal vectornt of a table plane is parallel to the y-axis.

where (a,b,c) are components of the normal vectornt of table plane. We perform a trans-
lation d in y-axis by a term:

d = |yt | (6)

The transformation allows to filter data points from original scene. The data points
whose y-values are smaller than the minimum y-values of points belonging to the table
plane as shown in Fig. 3. They will be preserved based on an assumption that the query
objects are always laid the table. In addition, it allows us to use geometrical constraints
such as the height of the object, the difference between maindirection of the cylinder and
the table plane’s normal vector should not be small enough. In the next step, the point
clouds of a cylindrical object are fitted using the proposed GCSAC algorithms.

3.3 The proposed robust estimator - GCSAC

To estimate parameters of a primitive shape, RANSAC-based algorithms (RANSAC,
MLESAC, MSAC, LOSAC) usually draw randomly a Minimal SampleSet (MSS) or
semi-random (PROSAC) or using constraints of the sample’s distribution (NAPSAC). The
proposed GCSAC constructs a MSS in a different manner where random sampling proce-
dures aims at probing the consensus data to be easily achievable. To do this, a low inlier
threshold is pre-determined. After only (few) random sampling iterations, the candidates
of good samples could be achieved. Once initial MSS is established, its samples will be
updated by the qualified one (or good sample) so that the geometrical constraints of the
interested object is satisfied. The estimated model is evaluated according to Maximum
Log-likelihood criteria as MLESAC [4]. The final step is to determine the termination
condition, which is adopted from the adaptive RANSAC algorithm [9]. Once the higher
inlier ratio is obtained, the criterion terminationK for determining a number of sample
selection is updated by:

K =
log(1− p)

log(1−wm)
(7)

wherep is the probability to find a model describing the data,s is the minimal number of
samples to estimate a model,w is percentage of inliers in the point cloud. Whilep often to
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Algorithm 1: GCSAC’s implementation for fitting a cylindrical object from
the point cloud

Input: 3D Points with normal vectors:Un,Unn; iterationsK
Output: Estimated parameters of the cylinder;

1 Algorithm :
2 Step 1: initialization
3 Step 2:While (k < K)
4 {
5 2.1 k++;
6 Drawing randomly two pointsP = {p1, p2} from Un;
7 2.2 U∗

n =⊘;
8 2.3 if (U∗

n ! =⊘) estimate modelMk from P else goto 2.1
9 2.4 Computewk

10 2.5 if (wk ≥ wt ) and (wk > wm){
11 Searchp∗2 by (9);
12 UpdateU∗

n = {p1, p∗2};
13 wm = wk;}
14 2.6 Re-estimateMk fromU∗

n
15 2.7 ComputeAd = (γc,nt)
16 2.8 if (Ad < At) compute−L else goto 2.1
17 2.9 if (−L < Lt ){
18 choose the best modelMb;
19 re-computeK;}
20 else goto 2.1
21 }

set a fixed value (e.g.,p = 0.99 as a conservative probability),K therefore depends onw
andm. The algorithm terminates as soon as the number of iterations of current estimation
is less than that has already been performed.

Details of the GCSAC’s implementation are given inAlgo. 1. Obviously, the cri-
terion defining the good samples is the most important. Basedon the idea of adaptive
RANSAC [9] to probe initial samples, GCSACstarts from roughly selecting initial good
samples. At each iteration, we assume that the worst case of inlier ratio wt = 0.1(10%) is
determined, to initialize the stackU∗

n , whereU∗
n is used to storem−1 kept points and its

inlier ratio wi. A consensus set therefore containing more than 10% of the data is easily
found. A model is estimated fromm random samples. As estimating a cylinder ism = 2
[1]. After that,U∗

n is reset.m samples and the inlier ratiowi of the estimated model is
stored intoU∗

n if wi is equal to or greater thanwt . And then, the MSS utilizesm−1 kept
good samples. The remainingmth sample will be replaced by a better one which best sat-
isfies thegeometrical constraints of the interested shape. The good samples which satisfy
the geometrical principles of a primitive shape are explained in Section 3.4. If none of
iterations find out that satisfieswi ≥ wt , the estimation algorithm degrades to the original
MLESAC. The inlier ratio of a iteration depends on the threshold T , which chooses an
optimalT value is out of scope of this research.

3.4 Geometrical analyses for qualifying good samples

A cylinder is determined by some parameters: a center point on the cylinder axis,
denoted asIc(x0,y0,z0); the main axis direction is a vector, denotedγc; and its radius
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Fig. 4. Geometrical parameters of a cylindrical object. Redpoints are defined inlier points in
the generated dataset, which has 15% inlier point. (a)-(c) Explanation of the geometrical analysis
to estimate a cylindrical object. (d) Result of the estimated cylinder from a point cloud (green
estimated cylinder). In this figure, the selected pointp1 is an outlier point, making the centroid
point of the estimated cylinder deviated.

Rc. For geometrical analyses of a cylinder object, we adopted the analysis given by [1].
Using this setting, a cylinder is estimated from two points(p1, p2) (two grey-squared
points in Fig. 4(a)) and their corresponding normal vectors(n1,n2) (blue lines in Fig.
4(a)). Let γc is the main axis direction (pink line in Fig. 4(a)) of the cylinder. It is
estimated byγc = n1×n2. To estimate a centroid pointIc, we project the two parametric
linesL1= p1+ tn1 andL2= p2+ tn2 along the axis onto thePlaneY plane (see a green
plane in Fig. 4(b)). The normal vector of this plane is estimated by a cross product of
γc andn2 vectors (γc × n2). The centroid pointIc (see a red point in Fig. 4(d)) is the
intersection ofL1,L2 (see two green line in Fig. 4(c)). The radiusRc is set by the distance
betweenIc andp1 on that plane. The estimated cylinder from a point cloud is illustrated
in Fig. 4(d). The height of the estimated cylinder is normalized to 1.

The normal vectors are computed using techniques proposed in [21]. At each point
pi, k-nearest neighborskn of pi are determined within a radiusr. Computation of the
normal vector atpi is reduced to the analysis of eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the co-
variance matrixC created fromkn, the neighbours ofpi, as given by:

C =
1
kn

kn

∑
i=1

(pi −pav)(pi −pav)
T
, Cv j = λ jv j, j ∈ {0,1,2}; (8)

wherepav =
1
kn ∑kn

i=1 pi represents the 3-D centroid of the nearest neighbors.λ j is the jth

eigenvalue of the covariance matrix, andv j is the jth eigenvector found by Eq. (8).
To deploy the geometrical constraints for cylindrical objects, let’s follow illustrations

in Fig. 5. In each hypothesis, a good MSS could be two within three samplesp1, p2, and
p3, as shown in Fig. 5(a). In case of drawing two random pointsp1, p3, obviously, the first
criterion is quickly satisfied because both of these samplesare inliers (wi is larger than
wt = 0.1). However, as shown in Fig. 4(a), the direction of the axisγ2 is totally different
from the ground-truth data, it is estimated as the cross product of n1, n3 (n1×n3). Our
second criteria (or search good samples) aims to update the initial samples (for example,
p3 should be updated byp2). To obtain this, we observe that the best case for estimating
a cylinder is that normal vectors of two samples are crossed lines or intersecting together,
as shown in Fig. 5(b). In the other words,n1 is nearly perpendicular ton∗

2 wheren∗
2 is

a projection ofn2 onto a planeπ consisting ofn1 with the normalγ1. This observation
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Fig. 5. Illustration of the geometrical constraints applied in GCSAC.

leads to the criteria below:

cp = argmin
p2∈{Un\p1}

{n1 ·n
∗
2} (9)

If cp is close to 0 thenn1 andn∗
2 are orthogonal. It is noticed that in the example as shown

in Fig. 4(e), projection ofn3 onto planeπ should be parallel ton1. Therefore the dot
productn1 ·n∗

3 is a large scalar value.
In process of model estimation, there are some parameters that influence the estima-

tion of the estimation model as: thresholdT , a probabilityα that the sample is an inlier.
At each iteration, a sample point is specified as an inlier whose distance to the estimated
model is smaller than a thresholdT . In real datasets, this distance threshold T is usually
chosen empirically. As explained in [9], when the distribution of the data is a Gaussian
with zero mean and standard deviation , the threshold distanceT can be estimated by for
a probability ofα = 0.95 that the sample is an inlier (in case of the number of minimal
sample set = 2). Therefore, in the experimental evaluation,threshold distanceT is equal
0.05. It ensures that an inlier will only be incorrectly rejected 5% of the time.

3.5 Model verification using contextual constraints

During each iteration of a robust estimator (e.g., RANSAC-based algorithms), qual-
ity of the estimated model can be verified using the context’sconstraints. Because the
cylindrical object is located on the table, the constraint can be set on the different angle
between table’s plane and main direction of the estimated model. We compute the devi-
ation angleAd = |γc −nt |, wherent is the normal vector of the extracted table plane. At
each iteration, we verifyAd with the thresholdAt , as shown in Fig. 6(c). In other word,
the estimated cylinder is a wrong estimation if its main direction is not perpendicular with
the table plane.

Not only verifying the estimated model by the deviation angle, the distribution of ori-
entation of the normal vectors is an important cue. Fig. 7 illustrates two common cases.
Top panel is a correct one where the cylindrical object is well fitted, as shown in the right-
most illustration. Bottom panel is a wrong estimation wherethe object is collected from a
public dataset [22]. The main reason is that there is a bias inthe distribution of the point
cloud, as shown in the middle panel of Fig. 7. In the wrong estimation one, the point cloud
data is concentrated on a partial object (e.g., around the top-part of the object). Probabil-
ity selecting samples at these area is higher than other parts. Consequently, the estimated
model that is generated from these samples tends to be a wrongestimation. To avoid this
issue, naturally, where the object lays on a table, it suggests the orientation pattern of x-
axis of the normal vectors should be spread on whole directions. The statistical pattern of
orientations of the normal vectors (e.g., as shown in middlepanels of Fig. 7 is measured.
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Fig. 6. (a) The histogram of deviation angle with the x-axis(1,0,0) of a real dataset in the bottom
panel of Fig 7; (b) the histogram of deviation angle with the x-axis(1,0,0) of a generated dataset in
the top panel of Fig 7. (c) Illustrating of the deviation angle between the estimated cylinder’s axis
and the normal vector of the plane.

Fig. 6(a)-(b) show the orientation distributions of x-axis(1,0,0)) of the normal vectors
for two cases in Fig. 7, respectively. Referring to Fig. 6(a)-(b), whose normal vectors can
be observed in Fig. 7, he patterns of two orientation histograms clearly indicate correct
and wrong estimation, respectively. Therefore, in each iteration of GCSAC, we utilize
these characteristics to validate the estimated model.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Our framework is warped by C++ programs using a PCL 1.7 library on a PC with
Core i5 processor and 8G RAM. The program runs sequentially as a single thread. The
performances of the proposed algorithm are evaluated in experiments for grasping cylin-
drical objects based on the fitting results of point clouds.In the experiments, we evaluate
the proposed method on two different types of datasets. The first is a synthesized dataset
and second one is real public datasets.

4.1 Impact of the searching good samples

In this section, we describe the preliminaries associated with estimating the cylindri-
cal objects and then carry out analyses of the GCSAC with various estimation problems.
It is better to use a synthesized dataset than practical one in the evaluations. The synthe-
sized dataset is purely artificial data which consists of sixdifferent subsets, denoted from
dC1 to dC6. For each subsetdCi, inlier ratio is increased by a step of 5% from 10 to 80
%. Therefore, there are fifteen point clouds. They are denoted from dS1 to dS15. A point
clouddSi consists of three thousand points. An inlier data point(xi,yi,zi) of dSi lying on
cylinders curved-surface is generated as follows:xi = cos(θi),zi = sin(θi),yi is randomly
selected in [0, 1],θi is selected from [0, 2π ]. In the synthesized point clouds, outliers
are generated randomly as both uniform and normal distributions. The major differences
between adCi and dC j could be the main axis’s orientation, the deviation valueσ of
the normal distribution for generating outliers/inliers;or the spatial distribution of inliers.
Fig. 8 illustrates the synthesized data ofdC1,dC2,dC3 whose inlier ratio equals to 50%.

In the evaluations, the proposed GCSAC is compared with the original MLESAC
algorithms [4]. First, we record residual errors (or total distance from outliers to the
estimated model) and inlier scale estimation at each iteration. Fig. 9(a) shows the residual
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Point cloud Normal vectors Estimated cylinder

(a) – A correct estimation

(b) – An incorrect estimation

Fig. 7. Illustrations of correct a correct (a) and incorrectestimation without using the verification
scheme. On each sub-figure: Left panel: point cloud data; Middle panel: the normal vector of each
point; Right panel: the estimated model.

Set1: center(0,0,0)
Set2: center(0,0,0)

Change main direction
Set3: center(0,0,0)
Occluded  object

Fig. 8. Illustrations ofdC1,dC2,dC3 point clouds of the first dataset in case of 50% inlier ratio. The
red/blue points are inliers/outliers, respectively
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Fig. 9. Comparisons of GCSAC and MLESAC algorithms. (a) Total residual errors of the estimated
model and ideal case. (b) Relative errors of the estimated model and idea case.

Fig. 10.The number of iterations of GCSAC and MLESAC on the synthesized dataset

errors at different inlier rates. At each inlier rate, the residual error is calculated as total
distances from outliers to the best estimated model. It should be noticed that because some
outliers may be scatted within a range[−T,T ] (the threshold distanceT is to indicate
an inlier sample), that means total residual error calculated are smaller than the actual
distance of the outliers that come from ideal data. Obviously, GCSAC and MLESAC
have equal performance. More specifically, Fig. 9(b) shows the relative distance error of
the total outliers and ideal case. As shown, GCSAC achieves even better result with lower
inlier scale. However, GCSAC requires a limited number of iterations, as shown in Fig.
10. It should be noticed that both estimators (GCSAC and MLESAC) using scheme of
adaptive RANSAC that updates the number of sample selections when a better model is
achieved. Although the number of iterations does not directly indicate computational time
of GCSAC (versus MLESAC). Let’s consider a specific case below for further analyzing
GCSAC’s implementations.

Let’s consider the specific synthesized dataset that consists of 50% inlier. The distri-
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Fig. 11.Decomposition of residual density distribution: inlier (blue) and outlier (red) density distri-
butions of a synthesized point cloud with 50 inliers. (a) Noises are added by a uniform distribution.
(b) Noises are added by a Gaussian distribution(µ = 0,σ = 1.5). In each subfigure, left-panel
shows the distribution of an axis (e.g., x-axis), right-panel shows the corresponding point cloud

Fig. 12. An illustration of GCSAC’s at akth iteration to estimate a coffee mug in the second dataset.
Left: the fitting result with a random MSS. Middle: the fittingresult where the random samples are
updated due to applying the geometrical constrains. Right:the current best model.

butions of inlier and outlier of this dataset are decomposedas shown in Fig.11(a) for the
uniform distribution and Fig.11(b) for the normal one. In GCSAC’s implementation, at it-
erationk, two random samples(p1, p2) are chosen for estimating a cylinder as MLESAC.
p1 is kept and found a samplep2 that based on thep1 following the geometrical constraint
as Eq. 9. When this case appears, as shown in Fig.12, combining p1 andp2 generates a
good cylinder which has high inlier ratio and the residual error is nearly that calculated
from the ground-truth model. Because the inlier is high, theiterationk is reduced as Eq.
7. GCSAC therefore is faster convergence. Fig. 13 shows finalresults of the estimated
with 50% inlier synthesized dataset. Consequently, effectiveness of the ”good sampling”
strategy, as proposed by GCSAC, is confirmed.

4.2 Descriptions of real datasets and evaluation measurements

To compare the performances of GCSAC with MSLESAC [4] in realscenarios, we
utilize three datasets that included the public and our own preparations. All of them are
captured in practical environments and consist of many noises and are challenging with
different sizes. The first dataset [22] contains calibratedRGB-D data collected by a MS.
Kinect Version 1 of 111 indoor scenes. To adapt with this study, only scenes that consist
of cylindrical structures are manually selected. Some instances are illustrated in Fig.
14(a)-(b). The second dataset is published in [23]. It consists of 14 scenes containing
furniture (chair, coffee table, sofa, table) and a set of thecylinder-like objects such as
bowls, cups, coffee mugs, and soda cans. For this dataset, weonly selected the relevant
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(a) – GCSAC results (b) – MLESAC results

Fig. 13. The best estimated model using GCSAC (a) and MLESAC (b) with 50% inlier synthesized
point cloud. In each sub-figure, two different view-points are given

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 14. Some examples of the cylindrical objects [22] collected from the first dataset.

scene (e.g., scene 2th, 4th, 9th, so on) where the cylinder-like objects appear. Each scene
has around 800 frames, each frame consists of more than one cylindrical objects on the
table. In this dataset, the radius of coffee mugs, bowls, soda cans are 3.75cm, 5cm, 2.5cm,
respectively. Their heights are 10cm, 7cm, 10cm. It is noticed that ground-truths of the
cylindrical objects in these datasets are manually prepared using a visualization tool of
PCL library. Fig. 14(c) shows an ground-truth preparation example that a cylinder is
specified by a line connecting two selected points on the top of the interested object. The
third dataset is collected by ourself in indoor environments (e.g., cafeteria, sharing room)
where the cylindrical objects (e.g., coffee cups, bottles)are on a table. There are six types
of the cylinder-like objects as shown in Fig. 15. Their radiiare in a range from 3.5cm to
4.5cm with various heights (from 6.0 cm to 20 cm). A MS. KinectVersion 1 is mounted
on the chest of a person who moves around a table. The dataset consists of 8 scenarios in
which each scenario includes about 200 frames. In addition,we put some contaminated
objects such as boxes(10.0cm×30.0cm) besides the cylindrical objects. This dataset is
built to adapt the context of practical application that supports visually impaired people
finding an interested object.

Fig. 15. Illustration of six types of cylindrical objects inthe third dataset.
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 16. Result of the table plane detection in a pre-processing step using the methods in [24, 21].
(a) RGB image of current scene; (b) The detected table plane is marked in green points. (c) The
point clouds above the table plane are located and marked in red.

It is noticed that table plane in each scene is detected in a pre-processing step.
Fig. 16 illustrates the detection result in which the table plane is marked in green points
(Fig. 16(b)). The point clouds data above the table plane areremained for further fitting,
as shown in Fig. 16(c).

To evaluate the performance of the proposed method, some features of the cylindrical
objects such as radiusR, and position (or main axis directionγ) can be used. We denote
a ground-truth and estimated cylindrical objectCt andCe, respectively. It is noticed that
the height of a cylinder object is normally calculated in an additional step. For example,
it is determined by the maximal distance between two projected points in [19]. In this
study, the height is set to 1. For measuring quantitative indexes, we used three following
measurements:

• Let denoteEa (degree) the different angle between the main direction of the esti-
mated cylinderγc and the normal vector of table planezt .

Ea = |γc − zt | (10)

• Let denoteEr (%) the relative error between the radius of the estimated cylinder
(Re) and the ground truth one (Rg).

Er =
|Re −Rg|

Rg
×100% (11)

• The processing timetp is measured in milliseconds (ms).

In these evaluations, the smaller indexes (e.g.,Ea, Er, tp) are, the better method
is. To evaluate the roles of the context’s constraints (as described in Section 3.5), the
quantitative indexes are measured without using the proposed constraints and with using
the constraints. In experiments, we fixed thresholds of the estimators withT = 0.01 (or
1cm), wt = 0.1, At = 20 degrees.T is a distance threshold to set a data point to be an
inlier or outlier. For fair evaluations,T is set equally for both fitting methods.

4.3 Evaluation results on real datasets

Figure 17 shows some fitting results from the second, and the third dataset. For
the comparative evaluations, Table 1 compares the performances of the proposed method
(GCSAC) and MLESAC. In this table,Ea, Er, tp are averaged on whole fitting results of
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(a) (b)

Fig. 17. (a)-(b) Some examples of the fitting results from thesecond, third dataset. In these scenes,
there are more than one cylinder objects. They are marked in red, green, blue and yellow, so on.
The estimated cylinders include radius, position (a centerof the cylinder), main axis direction. The
height can be computed using a normalization in y-value of the estimated object.

Table 1. Average results of the evaluation measurements using GCSAC and MLESAC on
three datasets. The fitting procedures were repeated 50 times for statistical evaluations.

Dataset/Method
without the context’s

constraint
Ea(deg.) Er(%) tp(ms)

First
dataset

MLESAC 46.47 92.85 18.10
GCSAC 36.17 81.01 13.51

Second
dataset

MLESAC 47.56 50.78 25.89
GCSAC 40.68 38.29 18.38

Third
dataset

MLESAC 45.32 48.48 22.75
GCSAC 43.06 46.9 17.14

three datasets. Compared with MLESAC, the estimated objects fitted by GCSAC algo-
rithm are more higher accurate. The most differences between GCSAC and MLESAC can
be observed from the fitting results for the first and the second datasets. While MLESAC
always obtains (Ea is from 45o to 47o) of the angle derivations as defined in Eq. 10, using
the GCSAC,Ea is more lower, from 10o for the first dataset to 2o for the third dataset. The
computational time is clearly different from GCSAC and MLESAC. Comparing between
three datasets, the first dataset has the highest error of theestimated radii: MLESAC is
92.85%, GCSAC is 81.01%. These errors come from missing dataissues or many noises
appear in green jars, yellow bottles, pink bottles, as illustrated in Fig. 18.

The fact thatEa andEr are still large errors as reported in Table 1, even with the
fitting results using GCSAC. This issue also can be observed in Fig. 18. Radii of the blue
(Fig. 18(a)) and green (Fig. 18(b)) objects are much larger than the ground-truth one. It is
noticed that the evaluation results reported in Table 1 comefrom the implementations in
which GCSAC is deployed without using the context’s constraints to verify the estimated
model. The effectiveness of the context’s constraints is shown in Fig. 19. Obviously, by
using the context’s constraints, the estimated objects could be eliminated when a large
angle error is observed.The deviation angle is reduced from about 40o to 12o. From
this, the full model of objects is built more accurate for grasping. This verification step
suggests a solution to resolve estimating inlier thresholdT which is a common issue of
the RANSAC-based algorithms.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 18. (a) The green estimated cylindrical object has he relative error of the estimated radius
Er = 111.08%; (b) the blue estimated cylindrical object has he relative error of the estimated radius
Er = 165.92%.
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Fig. 19. Angle errorsEa of the fitting results using GCSAC with and without using the context’s
constraint.
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Fig. 20. Extracting the fitting results of the video on the scene 1th of the first dataset.

4.4 Discussion

Beyond proposing a new sampling strategy for a robust estimator, our final
goal aims to develop the object-finding-aided system for visually impaired people.
The entire procedures of the proposed frame-work consisting of collecting RGB and
depth data from Kinect; table detection; fitting objects, requires 1.04s per frame.
In these procedures, we do not down-sampling the data. Fig. 20 shows snap-shots
from one minute video, taken from common scene in an indoor environment of the
third dataset. The completed video and relevant scenes are available in the link
http://mica.edu.vn/perso/Le-Van-Hung/videodemo/index.html.
In complex scene, e.g., there are four cylindrical objects on a table. The proposed method
successfully locates them in almost scenes. As consequence, the proposed method toward
to a completed system supporting visually impaired people in their daily activities.

The fact the final goal could be formed as 3-D object recognition task (e.g.,
[11, 12, 25, 26]. This research field has been widely attempted in computer vision and
robotics communities. Most of 3-D recognition techniques tend to address challenging
issues such as occlusion, free-from styles, and unconstrained scene. To do this, a model-
scene matching (e.g., using point-pair feature, or geometrical consistent of local points)
always is required in these approaches. Different from these works, the proposed method
tends to use geometrical analysis of an interested object rather than using aprior model
(or template) of object (in order to match between objectandscene). However, the pro-
posed method is suitable with some objects associated with geometrical analysis such as
primitive shapes (spheres, cylinder, boxes, cone, so on) but not appropriate for free-form
style objects. The detailed comparisons between a geometrical-based technique (e.g., the
proposed method) and matching-based approaches for 3-D object recognition are out of
scope. It suggests us future research directions in which critical factors such as compu-
tational time, accuracy of the estimated model, cost for preparing training data of these
types of the approaches will be comprehensively compared and examined.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed a new framework for fitting the cylindrical objects in the
scene. We proposed to use some geometrical constraints of the context for deploying the

http://mica.edu.vn/perso/Le-Van-Hung/videodemo/index.html
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fitting algorithms. Not only proposed GCSAC, the context’s constraints used for verifying
the estimated model were proposed. In the experimental results, GCSAC is evaluated by
quality of the estimating cylinders with various size in different practical scenarios and
is compared with a common robust estimator (e.g., MLESAC). The performances of the
proposed robust estimator GCSAC were confirmed. It could estimate cylindrical objects
from point clouds that have been contaminated by noise and outliers. The average pro-
cessing time of our proposed method is acceptable to deploy areal application. Therefore,
it suggests us deploying the real application as aided-service for impaired/blind people.
The application helps to query common objects in the kitchenor cafeteria. In the future,
we continue to expand GCSAC for fitting other primitive shapes such as spherical, conical
objects.
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